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Hello! 

We are Simona and Linda and together we are 

si.li. 

We both graduated from the Academy of Fine 

Arts and Design in Bratislava (Slovakia).

Together we share a studio based in Bratislava 

where we work as individuals and cooperate as a 

duo named si.li. 

Our label is a fusion of two different 

approaches to one material, we share the same 

passion for porcelain and ceramics. 

si.li. focuses mainly on handmade production of 

porcelain housewares for everyday use. 



SI.LI.BASICS COLLECTION

minimalist + vintage + function

The Basics is a collection of porcelain dishes 

designed for everyday use. The Basics is about 

fantasy – it is up to you, which components you 

choose and how you use them. 

Each piece is handmade from Limoges 

porcelain or highfired stoneware and decorated 

in a unique way. Small imperfection marks are 

significant parts of the hand made process. Every 

piece from our shop has been crafted by 

the two of us. 



ESPRESSO 1
Ø6cm x 5,5cm/50ml

glazed/15€
basic decor/16€

one-off decor/18€

RISTRETTO  - no handle 
Ø5,5cm x 5cm/40ml

glazed/13€
basic decor/14€

one-off decor/16€

RISTRETTO 1 
Ø5,5cm x 5cm/40ml

glazed/15€
basic decor/16€

one-off decor/18€

ESPRESSO 2 -no handle
Ø7,5cm x 7cm/100ml

glazed/15€
basic decor/16€

one-off decor/18€

ESPRESSO 2
Ø7,5cm x 7cm/100ml

glazed/15€
basic decor/16€

one-off decor/18€

CUPS & MUGS  / BASICS COLLECTION



LUNGO 1
Ø8cm x 7cm/180ml

glazed/20€
basic decor/24€

one-off decor/26€

LUNGO - no handle
Ø8cm x 7cm/180ml

glazed/18€
basic decor/22€

one-off decor/24€

LUNGO 2
Ø8cm x 7cm/180ml

glazed/20€
basic decor/24€

one-off decor/26€

BIG COFFEE/TEA 1
Ø9cm x 10cm/350ml

glazed/22€
decor/27€

one-off decor/29€

BIG COFFEE/TEA 2
Ø9cm x 10cm/350ml

glazed/22€
decor/27€

one-off decor/29€

BIG COFFEE/TEA 3
Ø9cm x 10cm/350ml

glazed/22€
decor/27€

one-off decor/29€

CUPS & MUGS / BASICS COLLECTION



ROUND
Ø11cm x 1cm
glazed/10€

basic decor/12€
one-off decor/14€

BIG RECTANGLE 
18,5cm x 15cm x 1,5cm

glazed/16€
basic decor/20€

one-off decor/22€

RECTANGLE 
10,5cm x 8cm x 1,5cm

glazed/13€
basic decor/14€

one-off decor/16€

SQUARE 
10 x 10 x 1cm
glazed/8€

basic decor/10€
one-off decor/12€

ROUND 2
10,5cm x 8cm x 1,5cm

glazed/13€
basic decor/14€

one-off decor/16€

BIG SQUARE 
8,5 x 8,5 x 1cm

glazed/10€
basic decor/12€

one-off decor/14€

SAUCERS / BASICS COLLECTION 



BIG ROUND PLATE
Ø24cm x 1,5cm

glazed/28€
basic decor/32€

one-off decor/35€

SMOOTHIE CUP
Ø7cm x 13cm/250ml

glazed/15€
basic decor/19€

one-off decor/25€

OTHERS / BASICS COLLECTION 



BOWL XS
Ø10cm x 6,5cm/200ml

glazed/15€
basic decor/17€

one-off decor/19€

BOWL S
Ø10cm x 10cm/250ml

glazed/15€
basic decor/17€

one-off decor/19€

BOWL M
Ø10cm x 12cm/300ml

glazed/15€
basic decor/17€

one-off decor/19€

BOWL L
Ø13,5cm x 10cm /750ml

glazed/20€
basic decor/25€

one-off decor/32€

glazed/22€
decor/28€

one-off decor/34€

BOWLS / BASICS COLLECTION



TOOTHBRUSH CUP
Ø7cm x 13cm/250ml

glazed/15€
basic decor/17€

one-off decor/29€

SOAP DISH
10,5cm x 8cm x 1,5cm

glazed/26€
basic decor/28€

one-off decor/30€

BATHROOM / BASICS COLLECTION



1L JUG
30 x 16 x 11 cm

inner volume 1100ml
variable finish/98€

1L JUG / STATEMENT COLLECTION



STASH JAR - TALL 
Ø7 x 13,5cm

inner volume 400ml
24€

STASH JAR - TALL CORK
Ø7 x 13,5cm

inner volume 400ml
22€

STASH JAR - SMALL 
Ø7 x variable cm

inner volume variable
19€

STASH JAR / STATEMENT COLLECTION



REVERSE BEECH
41 x 9,5 x 13,5 cm

glazed/180€

BEECH 
40,5 x 13,5 x 9,5cm

glazed/180€

MIDDLE SIZE BEECH
22,5 x 11,5 x 9,5cm

glazed/120€

BEECH VASE / STATEMENT COLLECTION
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Basic decors examples:
triangles, dots and confetti stripes avilable in: yellow(1), mustard 

yellow(2), pink(3), red(4), light blue(5), royal blue(6), violet(7), light green(8), black(9), platinum and gold.

One-off decors examples:
Pieces decorated with special decals, designed by us two, printed in small series. Or by other ceramic 

technologies for ex. metal salt painting.

All products are casted from white porcelain or brown stoneware, high fired at 1250C. They can be pro-
duced in shiny glazed option, or mat bisque option, with or without decoration. As decoration we use 

ceramic decals in various colors and precious metal options.

MATERIAL SPECIFICATION



www.siliceramics.com
IG and FB siliceramics

silimailbox@gmail.com

www.simonajanisova.sk
www.lindavikova.com


